
Hump-kin     Pump -  kin     sat  on    a       wall.              Hump - kin   Pump -  kin

had   a     great     fall.                All    of     the       chil - dren   and     wo - men   and

men,                ate    lots    of          pie,           a -        gain   and     a -       gain.
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Key F, first note F(do)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,Hump....

Children will, of course, recognize that this is an adaptation of "Humpty Dumpty".  Humpty Dumpty was a nick 
name given to a cannon used by the King's army during the English Civil War of 1642-1651.   The cannon was 
strategically placed on top of a church tower in Colchester.  Humpty Dumpty seemed to be turning the tide of 
the battle until the tower itself was blown away, sending the cannon crashing to the ground.   As the ground 
was marshland, many of the cannon pieces were buried deep and never recovered, thus Humpty couldn't be 
put together again by the King's cavalry or his army.

piano
Celebrate pumpkin season with this variation of Humpty Dumpty.  

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall
All the King’s horses and all the King’s men
Couldn’t put Humpty together again

Humpty Dumpty flat on the ground
Looked for help around and around
Children and women and even some men
Managed to paste him together again.

traditional

addition to traditional
LJClare 2001

Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater

Had a wife, and couldn't keep her

Put her in a pumpkin shell,

And there he kept  her very  well!

Patsy,  Patsy,  Peter's wife

Tired of pumpkin,  took a knife

Into the shell,  she carved a door

That's all to tell, there is no more!
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had   a     great     fall.                All    of     the       chil - dren   and     wo - men   and

men,                ate    pump-kin       pie,           a -        gain   and     a -       gain.
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Key F, first note F(do)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,Hump....

Children will, of course, recognize that this is an adaptation of "Humpty Dumpty".  Humpty Dumpty was a nick 
name given to a cannon used by the King's army during the English Civil War of 1642-1651.   The cannon was 
strategically placed on top of a church tower in Colchester.  Humpty Dumpty seemed to be turning the tide of 
the battle until the tower itself was blown away, sending the cannon crashing to the ground.   As the ground 
was marshland, many of the cannon pieces were buried deep and never recovered, thus Humpty couldn't be 
put together again by the King's cavalry or his army.

BB Humpkin Pumpkin sat on a wall,

Humpkin Pumpkin had a great fall,

All of the children and women and men

Ate pumpkin pie again and again.

Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater

Had a wife, and couldn't keep her

Put her in a pumpkin shell,

And there he kept  her very  well!

Patsy,  Patsy,  Peter's wife

Tired of pumpkin,  took a knife

Into the shell,  she carved a door

That's all to tell, there is no more!

1.

2.

3.

Variations on Nursery Rhymes

Say one of the rhyme variations.   Ask:  "Does this 
sound familiar?"  Say it again.  

If students are familiar with the original, they'll 
probably guess the connection.  If not, explain 
how nursery rhymes evolved over time and are 
still changing today.   Say the original one.   Ask 
how it has changed.

Change to the "pumpkin" word set for the pocket 
chart.   With student help, compose a few 
phrases and practise reading them.   Choose 
two to use in a composition.   Decide on a form.  
Add dynamics.   Practice and perform.
(See pages 38 and 39.)

Pocket Chart Pumpkin Music



Humpty Dumpty
England

1600s

Key F, first note F(do)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,Hump....

 Humpty Dumpty was a nick name given to a cannon used by the King's army during the English Civil War of 
1642-1651.   The cannon was strategically placed on top of a church tower in Colchester.  Humpty Dumpty 
seemed to be turning the tide of the battle until the tower itself was blown away, sending the cannon crashing 
to the ground.   As the ground was marshland, many of the cannon pieces were buried deep and never 
recovered, thus Humpty couldn't be put together again by the King's cavalry or his army.

Hump-ty,    Dump -   ty,     sat   on    a       wall.              Hump -  ty     Dump - ty

had    a   great       fall.               All    the   king's     hors  -es   and       all     the  king's

men,               could - n't    put       Hump -ty      to   -     geth - er     a   -       gain.

Humpty Dumpty flat on the ground
Looked for help around and around
Children and women and even some men
Managed to paste him together again.
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